
Cloudian Hyperstore

Cloudian Story
Michael Tso CEO, Co-founder
Founded about 4 years ago
Hyper scale messaging systems for big telcos
At about 65 staff now

“smart data” storage - do more with your storage: smart analytics, smart support

Architected with carrier-grade mentality

Cassandra as the core metadata and distribution mechanism - scalable, multi-DC, 
multi-tenant object store with QoS
S3 - Natively S3
Hybrid - one namespace for both public and private clouds

Growth
Managing 20PB currently managed by Cloudian today
NTT (East) - 2,300,000 users storing data on a single HyperStore cluster

Software or hardware appliance

Storage is changing

Data storage
passive
silo-ed
delayed analytics
static data
Smart data storage
- active
- timely insight
- meaning
- actionable
- business value

Blueprint for smart data storage 
Cost Efficiency
Software-defined + commodity servers
Hybrid Cloud
Private cloud + public cloud
Smart Data
Big data storage + analytics

Cloudian Hyperstore Essentials
Paul Turner, Chief Marketing and Product Officer

Commodity Servers, Scale Out, Durable, Simple to Use

“If you don’t make it dead easy to add nodes or remove nodes on the fly you don’t 



have a good platform”

Erasure Coding, Replication, Compression

What’s Inside? [picture]

*Features
Natively S3
Hybrid Storage CLoud
Extreme durability
Multi-tenant
Geo-distribution
Scale out
Intelligence in Software
Smart Supprot
Data Protection
QoS
Programmable
Billing and Reporting

Adaptive Policy Engine (multi-tenant, continuous, adaptive, policy engine)
- Policy controlled virtual storage pools (buckets like Amazon)
- scale / reduce storage on demand
- multi-tenanted with many application tenants on same infrastructure
- dynamically adjust protection policies
- optimise for small objects by policy
- cloud archiving by virtual pool

System Admin, Group Admin, Users

Adjust dynamically for object size - optimise data placement to minimise latency and 
optimise performance

Quick demo (recorded)

Pride themselves in being tier 2/3 storage, definitely not T1

Hybrid Cloud Tiering

Quick demo (recorded)

Cloudian Hyperstore Internals
Gary Ogasawara, VP of Engineering

Peer-to-peer system with no SPoF
Data and metadata is distributed and replicated across nodes / vnodes
data load is rebalanced when a node is added or removed
location of data can be designated, for instance, to multiple DCs
each physical node has multiple vnodes. Each physical disk has a separate set of 
vnodes



Cluster expansion demo video

Data Flow: An S3 PUT
1. S3 request is set to any node. that is the coordinator node that applies a policy 
(e.g. 2 replicas in DC1, 1 replica in DC2)
2. Cassandra computes a token for that object and a set of data nodes
3. in parallel, the request is sent to “data” nodes
4. At each data node, the data is written to disk, and the response is sent back to the 
coordinator
5. once the required number of responses (based on consistency level) are received 
from the data nodes, the coordinator node responds to the S3 client.

Logical Architecture - [photo]

Why Cassandra?
Scalable
- supports 1000s of nodes
- add capacity by adding nodes to running system
- distributed shared-nothing P2P architecture, no SPoF
Reliable
- data durability, synced to disk
- resilient to network or hardware failures
- multi-DC replication
- tuneable data consistency level
Features
- Vnodes, TTL, secondayr indexes, compression, encryption, …
Performant
- write path especially fast

HyperStore - Extending Cassandra for Objects
Handle Large object writes
- Cassandra: writes are put in cache in RAM, then flushed to disk when full as 
sstables. Stables periodically need to be compacted.
Multiple data protection policies
- NoSQL DB, Replicas, Erasure Coding
Policy features
- ACL, QoS, Tiering, versioning, etc.

vnodes
- nodes remapped to physical disks. then one disk failure only affects those nodes
- max 256 nodes per physical node. no token management. tokens randomly 
assigned
- parallel I/O across nodes
- increased repair speed in case of disk or node failure
- allows heterogeneous machines in a cluster

Enterprise Management, multi-tenancy and the S3 ecosystem
Enterprise Control
Role-based access - system / group / user, bucket or object, ACLs
QoS - quotas, group / region / user, auto enforcement
Monitoring - SNMP & JMX, charge back, reports



Security - AES-256, per object, encrypted in cloud

no support for LDAP, AD yet

Multi-tenant platform
Role-based Access
- system administrator
- group administrator
- user
Group level
- quotas
- reports
- billing
Self-provisioning

Control with QoS

QoS Video Demo

Full S3 API Support plus multiple extensions

Extra features:
Location constraint
Server side encryption
versioning
ACLs
bucket website

Smart Data
Efficient scalable storage for Hadoop

Faster time to decision
no redundant storage of data
analyse more - allows for efficient bulk data analyssi
scales out with your data

Cloudian and Hortonworks
- HDFS Shell Commands
- File i/o operations
- mass upload
- ETL with Pig
- Standard Map Reduce
- Analysis with Hive

Analytics and Hadoop
Availability
- peer to peer storage system
Locality
- can enforce constraints on the location of Hadoop data and maintain locality of 
reference for Hadoop
- Hadoop can be run on storage nodes



Efficiency
- Erasure coding for efficient bulk data storage
- scale cluster on demand as needed - dynamic rebalance
- multi-part uploading to improve large object uploads
Rich metadata
- Example Pig can load filtered data directly from Cloudian HyperStore without 
passing for HDFS
A = LOAD’s3n://BUCKET’ USING CloudianStorage();
B = FILTER A BY (time >=‘2015/02/16’) AND (time <= ‘2015/02/20’);

Smart Support
video demo

Roadmap
[ran out of time]


